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while metallica's live performances are always heavy and intense, they've also evolved to the point that some of the songs
they play are as live-sounding as anything they've ever recorded. with the benefit of being able to listen to the band's

extended and sometimes live-recorded albums, the band has developed a new knack for mixing and matching their studio
recordings with their live renditions in ways that make for some great listening and the occasional eye-opening moment.

while master of puppets and ride the lightning are staples of their set lists, they've also been known to play creeping death
(on the st. anger tour) or, in the case of the o2 arena, the live version of sad but true. and even when they're not doing a

full-blown song, the band will sometimes build their live setlists around a particular instrumental, like "the thing that should
not be," from the second ..and justice for all album, which they've done in the past. the band has also recently begun to
play their songs during the fifth act of their shows; on august 23rd, they played the opening of "the unforgiven," which is

the theme of their upcoming black album tribute tour. handpicked by the world s leading global music festival organizer the
day after the band finished recording, james hetfield and lars ulrich were given a choice between two slots on metallica s
uk tour. they chose the second leg, which was the last time they played a uk show in the clubs at the astoria, where the

band had played some of its earliest shows as members of the band slayer. the band returned to the astoria, where it met
its heroes and their fans for the first time on the same bill.
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the two songs were the only two
from their performance to air on

the late-night broadcast, as a
tribute to the late music icon

prince. the band and minneapolis
mayor jacob frey shared a similar
reaction to the news of prince's

death, as metallica tweeted after
the concert: "farewell prince.

thank you for the memories. we
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love you." in a video posted to
the band's instagram account,

bassist robert trujillo and
drummer lars ulrich are seen

singing their latest hit,
"hardwired" -- along with

drummer matt mcjunkins and
guitarist/backing vocalist james

hetfield -- and continue singing in
a flash-forward that ends with all

four members of metallica in
their '80s heyday. metallica, who
just celebrated the album's 38th
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anniversary, will mark the
occasion by playing four shows in

four cities. the bay area dates
begin on may 17 at oracle park
and continue with an aug. 18

show at dodger stadium.
metallica's 1981 album, ride the

lightning, is an epic hard rock
album that has sold more than
30 million copies worldwide and
is regarded as one of the most
influential rock albums of all

time. the album was produced by
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ron nevison, who also produced
many of the band's singles, and
released in june 1981. the album

was co-produced by michael
wagener, who had previously

worked with heavy metal groups
like humble pie and iron

butterfly. fronted by the band's
new frontman, frontman james
hetfield, the album kicked off a
period of hard rock dominance

from metallica, earning the band
four consecutive top 10 singles in
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the u.s. and four consecutive top
10 albums, including the top 5

albums in 1983 and 1984.
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